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The Mark James Group is British Columbia’s premiere collection of craft brewery restaurants. Established in 1976, MJG now has three popular brewery restaurants and a restaurant. Over the years, MJG restaurants and pubs have proven themselves with an award-winning combination of great food, friendly service and unpretentious welcoming surroundings.


Our brewmasters have decades of experience and take great pride in making some of the finest beers around, while our chefs are constantly at work improving our menus which balance sophisticated flavours with solid, well-made pub favourites.

In a world of faceless, cookie-cutter chains, every Mark James Group restaurant and pub stands out as a unique and authentic part of its neighbourhood. As different as they may be, each shares the same MJG commitment to giving customers an excellent food, drink and service experience.

With locations across the Lower Mainland from Surrey to Whistler, there’s always a great MJG night out close to you.

Just click on any the logos for descriptions, menus and event listings for individual Mark James Group restaurants and bars.

Bottoms Up!
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            		Yaletown Brewing Co
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            		High Mountain Brewing Co
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            		Flying Beaver Bar & Grill
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            		The Yaletown Distillery
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            		Yaletown Distilling Company
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